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Imagine that you are driving your car and you come to a red light. While waiting, you play with the radio dial to find a more appealing station. You succeed, and return to waiting for the light to change. A few seconds later, the car behind you blares its horn. You look up only to realize that the light had changed to green while you were fiddling with the radio, and you did not notice when you looked up. Now imagine that you are trying to drive across a busy intersection. You carefully check for oncoming traffic in the near lane and then turn to check the far lane. Thinking your path is clear, you accelerate into traffic, only to realize that you had not seen the person in the crosswalk right in front of you. Take yet another case: you are a pilot trying to land an airplane under relatively foggy conditions. As you descend, you pay close attention to the elevation, speed, and pitch information projected onto your windscreen’s head-up display. You land the plane, never noticing there was another plane on the runway as you approached. Just this situation was studied in a flight simulator (Haines, 1991), and several professional pilots looked but did not see the other plane until they were too late to avoid it.

These examples have several things in common. First, all involve an attentionally demanding primary task (e.g., landing a plane, watching for traffic, etc.). Second, the unexpected object (e.g., the color of the stoplight, the pedestrian, or the plane) is not the currently attended aspect of the scene. Third, and most importantly for this chapter, the object change or appearance does not automatically capture attention when it is incidental to the primary focus of attention. Although we would like to believe that important, unanticipated events would automatically capture our attention, at least under these natural conditions, they sometimes do not.

Despite the importance of unexpected events for our understanding of attentional capture, research on attention generally has focused on the ability to detect (or ignore) briefly flashed objects when observers are intentionally looking for those objects. For example, the study of visual search has focused on how rapidly observers can spot an odd object among a set of different distractor objects (e.g., Treisman and Gelade, 1980). Similarly, the study of change detection has explored the ability to actively search for changes (e.g., Hollingworth and Henderson, 2000; O’Regan, Rensink, and Clark, 1999; Rensink, 2000; Rensink, O’Regan, and Clark,
1997; Simons, 1996; see Simons and Levin, 1997 for a review). Both lines of research have adopted what we will refer to as “the intentional approach.” These studies explore the psychophysics of attention and visual memory—under precisely controlled conditions, what are the limits on our capacity, speed, and precision of detection? What are the thresholds of the attentional system? They determine what we can remember from one view to the next or how much we can attend to when we try. These traditional studies of attention and perception have focused exclusively on intentional search or change detection. The primary task is to find the target or the change. Yet, in the naturalistic examples discussed earlier, the “target” is secondary to the primary task, and detection is incidental to the observer’s primary goal.

The intentional approach has provided a number of important insights into the limits of our abilities and the functioning of the visual system. However, such tasks do not account for the entirety of visual experience. To describe human performance fully, researchers need to adopt what we will refer to as “the incidental stance.” We need to know not just what the visual system can do, but what it actually does. Although intentional visual search is central to our daily activities (e.g., finding your keys on a cluttered desk), the intentional approach may be suboptimal for exploring the capture of attention by unexpected or unattended objects. By adopting an incidental approach to the experimental study of attentional capture, we may better understand how perception works in conditions such as landing planes or driving through intersections.

Although the incidental approach has been relatively neglected in current empirical work on perception, recent research on change blindness from our lab (Simons and Levin, 1997) and more recent literature on inattentional blindness (Mack and Rock, 1998) has both adopted incidental approaches. Here we will review the findings from these two bodies of literature in the context of intentional approaches to change detection and attentional capture, noting where the intentional and incidental approaches produce similar results and where they differ. By combining both approaches, we may gain a better understanding of the functioning and the function of perception.

10.1 Change Blindness

Over the past few years, the study of change blindness has become a topic of intense study in the field of visual cognition (see Visual Cognition 7(1/2/3) for a special issue devoted to change blindness). In part, this focus on short-term visual memory has resulted from a series of striking demonstrations of our inability to notice large changes to complex displays (Grimes, 1996). The findings suggest that we consciously perceive and remember far less of our visual world than we might otherwise believe. The effects are particularly striking given our metacognitive beliefs about perception and vision. We feel that we retain a rich representation of our visual world and that large changes to our environment will draw our attention.

In fact, undergraduate students substantially overestimate their ability to detect change, predicting that they would notice changes that in fact few observers do (Levin, Momen, Drivdahl, and Simons, 2000). In this section, we briefly review evidence from the intentional approach to change detection, and then we discuss findings from the incidental approach.

10.1.1 The intentional approach

A comprehensive overview of the history of intentional approaches to change detection is not central to the theme of this chapter (see Simons and Levin, 1997, for an overview of the literature on change blindness). Here we provide only a brief overview of more recent findings.

Intentional change detection has adopted two different paradigms. In discrete change detection tasks, observers view an initial display, followed by some disruption (e.g., an eye movement: Grimes, 1996; Henderson and Hollingworth, 1999; a blink: O’Regan, Deubel, Clark, and Rensink, 2000; or a blank screen: Simons, 1996; Rensink et al., 1997) and then by a modified version of the display. Subjects typically are required to report the location of the change or to determine whether or not a change occurred. This paradigm is similar to a traditional recognition-memory paradigm in that it allows for the use of signal-detection analyses and has a study/test format. It differs in that recognition memory tasks typically present a complete study set prior to the test but in these discrete change-detection tasks, the test display immediately follows the study display on each trial. Experiments using discrete change detection tasks have demonstrated that the ability to detect large changes to photographs or objects is surprisingly poor when the original and modified scenes are separated by a brief disruption. In all cases, observers are looking for changes but cannot easily find them if the change occurs during the interruption. Of course, when there is no disruption and the modified scene immediately follows the original image, observers readily detect the change. Without the disruption, the motion or luminance transient captures attention.

The second type of intentional task used to study change detection is the “flicker” paradigm (Rensink et al., 1997). An original and modified photograph alternate repeatedly, separated by a brief blank interval. The dependent measure is the number of cycles observers take to spot the change. Even with relatively large changes and after practice with the task, observers often take many cycles to notice the difference. In this paradigm, observers tend to notice changes to the central objects in a scene more than changes to peripheral objects even when the changes are physically equal in magnitude (Rensink et al., 1997). This paradigm has recently been adapted to study the capacity of visual memory and the speed of search (see Rensink’s chapter in this volume and also Rensink, 2000). In many ways, the flicker paradigm is better than traditional search tasks in that observers know only the dimension of the change, but not the particular feature. For example, observers may search for a color change, rather than for a particular color. To the extent that researchers are interested in how efficiently and effectively observers can selectively attend to a feature dimension, searching for the dimension of a change is
preferable to searching for a particular instantiation of that dimension.

Together, these intentional approaches have produced the following important results: (1) observers often miss large changes to simple displays and to photographs; (2) changes to central objects are noticed more quickly and more often than changes to peripheral objects; and (3) provided that the change coincides with some disruption (e.g., an eye movement, blank screen, eye blink, or blot), the transients that would otherwise capture attention are effectively masked. The fact that observers show change blindness when actively trying to spot changes suggests that they should be equally if not more blind to changes when change detection is not their primary task. However, intentional change detection requires subjects to encode scenes differently than they might under more natural encoding conditions. Given subjects' inaccurate metacognition about change detection (Levin et al., 2000), they might actually adopt less effective coding strategies when intentionally searching for change than when performing some other primary task.

10.1.2 The incidental approach

In the incidental approaches to change detection, observers are not forewarned that a change will occur and are simply asked to perform some other primary task. The displays in these tasks are often dynamic motion pictures or even real world events. A further difference from the intentional change detection tasks is that these incidental paradigms typically include only one critical test trial. Thus, the primary statistic is the proportion of people noticing a given change. This approach is not well-suited to the systematic study of the limits or thresholds of our change-detection abilities; systematic manipulation of the nature of the change in a one-trial study would not provide sufficient experimental power without a prohibitively large number of subjects. The primary purpose of these studies is to see whether the findings of intentional tasks generalize to real-world behaviors and to explore the extent of change blindness when we are not actively searching for change. These findings often provide striking examples of change blindness that appear to contradict our intuitive belief that we represent our world in great detail and that large changes will capture our attention. Further, they allow an exploration of the detection of changes to “attended” objects (Levin and Simons, 1997; Simons and Levin, 1997, 1998). Experiments using intentional change detection tasks consistently reveal better detection of changes to central objects in a scene (Rensink et al., 1997). Of course, in intentional tasks, observers are actively searching for change and are likely to focus on the central objects first. When they are searching for change, they encode the features of an object in order to try to detect something that differs. However, in the real world, we do not necessarily encode objects (even central objects) in such a way that would allow us to notice changes to features.

Although relatively few researchers have explored the perception of motion pictures, much attention has been paid to the fact that people fail to detect continuity errors or editing mistakes (Hochberg, 1986). People are often fascinated by these mistakes, and the popular media draws attention to them as if they were an anomaly. For example, in a recent episode of ABC television’s show Dateline that focused on editing errors in Academy Award-winning movies, the reporter asks “is it about filmmakers that they can shoot so carefully, so many times, and still miss something so obvious, something the audience can see clearly?” The reporter’s intuition is that these changes are often noticed by the audience and that it is hard to imagine how the filmmaker failed to see them. Yet, in most motion pictures, continuity errors occur regularly despite the best efforts of the continuity editors. The anomaly is not that people miss these changes, but that they sometimes actually do see them. Levin and Simons have explored this aspect of change blindness empirically (Levin and Simons, 1997). In one experiment, they created a brief (approximately 1 minute) motion picture of a conversation between two actors. Every time the camera instantaneously changed (or “cut”) to a new position, they intentionally inserted at least one editing mistake. For example, in one shot, a woman was wearing a scarf, but in the next shot it had disappeared, only to reappear in the following shot. Other changes included shifts to the positions of the actors’ arms, a change in the color of plates on the table from red to white and then back to red, and a shift in the position of food from one plate to the other. They explored the ability to notice these changes by using an incidental task. Subjects were told to “watch this brief video and pay close attention.” When the video ended, the subjects were asked if they had noticed any changes to the objects, clothing, or body positions in the video. Of the then subjects, only one reported noticing any of the nine intentional changes, and even that change was described only vaguely. Even on a second viewing, after being warned by the questions following the first viewing about what features to focus attention on, subjects still saw fewer than two of the nine changes on average. Consistent with findings from the intentional search tasks, subjects were generally unable to detect changes to a natural scene across a disruption (in this case, a film cut).

All the changes in this study were to peripheral objects, and we know from studies using the flicker task that peripheral changes are generally noticed more slowly than central changes. This incidental task can also be used to explore the detection of changes to central objects in a scene. In another version of the conversation film (Simons, 1996), the only change involved a central object. The scene opened with a shot of one actor pouring cola from a bottle into her cup. As she set down the bottle, the camera panned to show the approach of the other actor. When the camera panned back to the table, the bottle was gone and in its place was a cardboard box of roughly the same dimensions. When ten observers were asked to view this film and then to describe what they had seen, none noticed the change. Interestingly, several did mention the bottle in their descriptions of the movie. They just did not notice its disappearance. This finding suggests that even changes to the central object in a scene can go unnoticed if subjects are not explicitly looking for changes. The fact that observers described the bottle suggested that it was central to the scene and that they had focused attention on it during the film. However, the failure to describe the box suggested that it might not have been a central object when the camera returned. Perhaps subjects only notice changes when the target object is attended both before and after the change.
To investigate this possibility, another set of motion pictures was created in which the changed object was central throughout the film (Levin and Simons, 1997). A single character performed a simple action such as getting up to answer the phone or walking through a classroom and sitting in a chair. Given that the character was the only person in the film and was the only moving object, subjects are likely to attend to this character throughout the film (Dyutyryk, 1984). During the action sequence, the camera cut to a new view of the character, and after the cut, the original actor was replaced with a different person who then completed the action. By cutting on the motion of the actor, the film appeared to depict a single, continuous event. Subjects were instructed to watch the brief (10 sec) movie and to pay close attention. Immediately after the movie ended, subjects wrote a description of what they had seen. Any indication of change detection in these written descriptions was taken to indicate successful detection. In other words, subjects did not need to report that the person had changed identity, but only to note that something about the actor had changed (there were also clothing differences between the two actors). Across eight different change films (with four pairs of actors), on average only 35% of subjects noticed a change. The written responses often included detailed descriptions of the actors and always mentioned the person both before and after the cut, suggesting the actor was the central object throughout the film. Yet, most subjects failed to see the change. Under incidental encoding conditions, observers fail to represent or compare those features that change from one view to the next. Another set of observers viewed all of the change films and an equal number of no-change films under intentional conditions—they successfully detected which films included a change.

Under incidental conditions, focusing attention on the central object does not guarantee that all of the features of that object are encoded and retained (see Simons and Levin, 1997). This result appears discrepant from a recent finding that used an intentional task with simple arrays of objects (Luck and Vogel, 1997). In this short-term memory task, observers tried to remember the properties of up to four objects. Although they generally could only remember four individual features in isolation, they could remember many more if the features were tied to individual objects. In other words, subjects could remember all of the properties of each of four objects; performance was limited by the number of objects and not the number of features in the display, and attention to an object allowed subjects to remember all of its feature dimensions. This finding raises an interesting possibility: perhaps observers only retain those properties that are the focus of their intentional efforts to remember. When subjects knew they could be tested on any of a number of feature dimensions, they encode the display so that they will remember those features more accurately. In contrast, when they do not know that they may be tested, they encode only those features necessary to comprehend the meaning. They do not automatically encode those features that would discriminate one actor from another.

Although motion pictures are a good medium for studying incidental change detection and they are closer to actual experience than simple arrays or photographs, they still may not adequately test how we encode objects in the real world. When encountering another person, we may well encode and retain more information than we would from a brief glimpse of an actor in a passively observed motion picture. Simons and Levin tested this possibility by using a real-world change detection task (Simons and Levin, 1998). In these studies, an experimenter approached a pedestrian (the subject) to ask for directions. During their conversation, two people carrying a door passed between the experimenter and the pedestrian, and during that interruption, the first experimenter was replaced by a second experimenter who was wearing different clothing. Even though subjects engaged in an interaction with both the first and the second experimenter, 50% of the subjects did not notice the person change. The two experimenters in this study were both approximately 30-year-old white men with short dark hair, but in other respects they were quite different. For example, they were 6 cm different in height, and the shorter experimenter had a much deeper voice.

Interestingly, the 50% who missed the change (typically faculty or staff) were all older than the experimenters and the 50% who noticed (typically students) were all the same age or slightly younger than the experimenters (Simons and Levin, 1998). Although this effect could be attributed to aging, most of the "older" subjects were not elderly. It seemed more likely that the effect resulted from a difference in how people encode members of their own social group as opposed to members of a different social group. When viewing members of their own social group, people tend to encode features that differentiate individuals. In contrast, when viewing members of a different social group, people tend to encode group membership information and to ignore differentiating features (Rothbart and John, 1985). The older subjects simply coded the experimenter(s) as a student asking directions. Hence, they had not encoded any features that would change as a result of the switch in experimenters. In contrast, the younger subjects were more likely to encode features that would differentiate individuals, so they noticed the different features when the experimenters changed. To explore this possibility further, the experimenters were made members of an outgroup to the younger subjects by dressing them as construction workers. In this condition, only 35% of a new group of younger subjects noticed the change, down from 100% in the earlier version (Simons and Levin, 1998). This ingroup/outgroup difference likely would not have been noticed using an intentional change detection task. If observers knew that the person might change, they would likely code individuating features regardless of their group membership. When observers are not actively searching for a change, they tend to focus on the meaning of a scene—what is important for their immediate actions and goals. Such encoding is unlikely to lead subjects to focus on specific visual details. As a result, they are even less likely to detect changes, even if the changes are to central objects.

Although these findings could be taken to suggest that relatively little if any visual information is retained in daily experience, this conclusion would be premature and based on faulty logic. Successful change detection across an interruption does require a representation of both the initial and changed objects (or at least of the difference between them). However, change blindness does not imply the absence of a representation (see Simons, 2000a for a discussion). Subjects could fail to de-
to central objects and that attention is sufficient for the accurate representation and detection of changes. Yet, evidence from the incidental approach shows that even changes to attended objects can go undetected, suggesting that attention to an object is not sufficient for change detection. If we only considered evidence from the incidental approach, we would be similarly misled. Although we might intuitively expect some benefit of focused attention, the incidental approach is ill-suited for systematic exploration of the effects of centrality in a scene. If we relied only on findings from the incidental approach, we might incorrectly conclude that changes to central objects are no more likely to be detected than other changes. By adopting the intentional approach, we can gain a better understanding of our change-detection mechanisms, and by adopting the incidental approach, we can gain a better appreciation for how those mechanisms operate in the real world. By combining both approaches, we can avoid the pitfalls engendered by adopting either approach in isolation.

10.2 Attentional Capture

Perhaps the only domain to be studied exclusively using incidental tasks is that of “inattentive blindness.” Intentional blindness refers to the tendency not to see unattended objects (Mack and Rock, 1998). The study of inattentive blindness has its roots in research on selective attention and dichotic listening (Moray, 1959; Treisman, 1960, 1964; Neisser and Becklen, 1975; Neisser, 1979; Becklen and Cervone, 1983; Holender, 1986; Stoffregen and Becklen, 1989). Such studies focus on the ability to report what was presumably unattended information, often under conditions in which subjects do not expect any information to be present. Similarly, most studies of inattentive blindness explore the perception of unattended and unexpected information (e.g., Mack and Rock, 1998; Newby and Rock, 1998; Rock, Linnett, Grant, and Mack, 1992). In essence, these studies explore the tendency for different forms of information to capture attention when subjects have no prior expectation that the information will be presented at all. Once subjects become aware of the unexpected object, event, or sound (either because they noticed it or because they were questioned about it), they now expect the unexpected and the nature of the task has changed fundamentally. Consequently, most studies of inattentive blindness have relatively few critical test trials. Because intentional tasks are rarely useful when they have only one trial, inattentive blindness has been explored almost exclusively with incidental tasks. However, the empirical study of attentional capture has employed intentional tasks, perhaps the most prominent of which is visual search (see Simons, 2000b for a more complete review of the links between attentional capture and inattentive blindness).
10.2.1 The intentional approach

Intuitively, it would seem sensible for a visual system to detect unexpected or unusual events automatically, drawing attention to them, thereby allowing a rapid and appropriate response. For example, if a predator suddenly charged toward you, you would want to become aware of it without having to consciously and effortfully shift attention to it. Because we cannot introduce predators into a laboratory setting, researchers have adopted the methods of visual search as a proxy for this more natural situation. Visual-search studies of attentional capture look for indications that a target object was detected without any effort or that it drew away attention from other items (Yantis and Jonides, 1984; Folk, Remington, and Johnston, 1992; Theeuwes, 1994; Yantis, 1998). Effort in a search task is operationally defined by the effect of this target item on search latencies. If it captures attention, it should be processed before other items in the display. Thus, if the distinctive item is the target of the search task, then search latency will be unaffected by the number of other items in the display. Similarly, if the distinctive item is one of the distractor items, search latency will be relatively slowed because attention will be drawn to this incorrect item rather than to the target of the search.

Several different variants of this search task have been developed. In one of the "irrelevant-feature search task," observers perform a traditional search task (e.g., looking for an L among T's), and one item in the display is different from all of the other items (e.g., it is onsets later or is a different color). This distinctive item does not predict the location of the search target; it is no more likely to appear as the target than as one of the distractors. Observers know that the distinctive feature is irrelevant and that there is no reason to focus attention on it—it will not aid or impair their search performance. If this irrelevant feature captures attention when it happens to coincide with the search target, detection latency should be unaffected by the number of other items in the display. This methodology allows a systematic exploration of the sorts of features that might capture attention. Across a number of studies, the one feature that consistently appears to capture attention is a sudden and late onset of the target item (see Yantis and Hillstrom, 1994; Yantis and Jonides, 1996, although there is still debate about whether this result is based entirely on bottom-up attentional capture or whether the observer's attentional set influences search and contributes to speeded search; see, Folk et al., 1992; Yantis, 1993). Abrupt onsets reduce search latencies, suggesting that they can automatically draw attention.

In another intentional approach to attentional capture, observers view an irrelevant spatial cue prior to a search task. The cue does not predict the target location. Yet, when the properties of this cue match those of the target (e.g., a color precursor for a color target), and if it happens to appear in the location of a target, observers show speeded search performance (Folk, Remington, and Wright, 1994). Similarly, when the spatial precursor happens to appear in the location of a distractor item, performance is impaired. Presumably, attention is drawn to this cue automatically. When the cue is consistent with the nature of the search (e.g., subjects are looking for a color target and they receive a color cue), they cannot help but pay attention to it even though it is known to be irrelevant to the primary task (Folk et al., 1994).

In both of the preceding cases, observers perform an intentional search task, fully expecting this irrelevant item to appear on every trial. They know that focusing attention on the distinctive feature will not improve their performance. Yet, they still shift attention to it. Such findings have been taken to suggest that some distinctive features (e.g., abrupt onsets) draw attention automatically. Even though the feature is irrelevant, observers cannot help but attend to it.

Unfortunately, an intentional task may not adequately reflect the sorts of attentional capture that we would need in order to avoid a charging predator. These intentional tasks effectively focus on the ability not to attend to something that we know to be irrelevant. The distinctive item is always present but does not help in the primary task performance. In the real world, however, the predator does not always appear, and when it does, it is rarely irrelevant or expected. Do such unexpected stimuli capture attention? Only one experiment using the irrelevant-feature search paradigm has explored this question (Gibson and Jiang, 1998). For the first 192 trials of this study, observers performed a traditional conjunction search task. On the 193rd trial, one of the items in the search display was a different color from the others. Yet, this distinctive and unexpected item failed to capture attention; search performance was no different from what was predicted by the preceding trials. The absence of attentional capture in this study raises a somewhat radical possibility: in the absence of expectations, unusual and distinctive objects may not capture attention. In other words, attention may not automatically be drawn to the sudden appearance of a predator. The intentional approach is not well-suited to explore whether unexpected objects capture attention. Hence, recent experiments on inattention have adopted incidental approaches.

10.2.2 The incidental approach

Studies of inattentional blindness have used two different paradigms. In an approach introduced by Mack and Rock (Mack, Tang, Tuma, and Kahn, 1992; Rock et al., 1992; Mack and Rock, 1998), subjects engaged in a primary task of determining which line of a cross (the horizontal or vertical) was longer. On each trial, the cross was flashed for 200 msec. On the critical trial (typically the third or fourth trial), another object appeared along with the cross. Subjects were then asked to report whether they had seen the unexpected object. Attentional capture is indicated by higher rates of detection, and inattentional blindness is indicated by failed detection. Once subjects were asked about the unexpected object, they knew to look for it on subsequent trials. A subsequent trial with the object was therefore a divided-attention trial (divided between searching for anything other than the cross and performing the line-judgment task). Subjects were consistently better able to detect the object on these divided attention trials, suggesting that the absence of expectations plays a role in inattentional blindness.

Experiments using this paradigm reveal a surprising degree of blindness for the unexpected object (Mack and Rock, 1998). Even when the object is a different
color it is no more likely to be noticed than a black object (both are noticed by 25 - 75% of subjects, depending on the conditions). Of course, there are differences in which features are noticed and which are not. First, objects that are relatively close to the focus of attention (i.e., the cross) are more likely to be noticed (Mack and Rock, 1998). Furthermore, stimuli that are meaningful to observers are often noticed (Newby and Rock, 1998). For example, subjects are more likely to notice their own name than they are their own name with one letter changed (e.g., Jake vs. Jeko). They also tend to notice some schematic objects such as smiley faces.

One concern about drawing strong conclusions from Mack and Rock’s line-judgment task is that the target object is flashed only briefly. Under more natural conditions, unexpected objects would likely be visible for more than 200 msec, and subjects would not be fixating a single point. For example, pilots in the flight-simulator study described at the beginning of the chapter had an extended opportunity to view the unexpected target object (Haines, 1991).

Studies using a different paradigm, “selective looking,” have explored the capture of attention by unexpected objects and events in displays that last substantially longer than 200 msec (Neisser and Becklen, 1975; Neisser, 1979). In these studies, observers view a display with two ongoing events, but they are only required to monitor one of them. During their ongoing performance of this task, an unexpected event occurs. At the end of the trial, subjects are asked to report what they saw.

This method for studying attentional capture was developed by Ulrie Neisser and colleagues during the 1970s and 1980s (Neisser and Becklen, 1975; Littman and Becklen, 1976; Neisser, 1976; Neisser, 1979; Becklen and Cervone, 1983; Stoffregen and Becklen, 1989). For example, Neisser and Becklen (1975) showed observers two ongoing events, each partially transparent and superimposed on top of the other. Thus, the events occupied the same spatial locations on the display and therefore on the retina. In this initial experiment, one event was a hand slapping game with two players and the other was a group of three people passing a basketball to each other while moving around. Subjects were required either to press a button whenever the basketball players made a pass or to press a button when a particular event happened in the hand game (in some cases, subjects tried to do both tasks simultaneously). After several trials of this task, something unexpected occurred in the unattended event. For example, the people playing the hand game would stop and shake hands or the people in the basketball game would temporarily have no basketball but would continue to fake passes. Surprisingly, many subjects failed to notice these unexpected events (see Neisser, 1979).

In a further variant of this experiment (Becklen and Cervone, 1983), the two superimposed events were identical basketball games with one group of players wearing white and the other wearing black. As subjects were selectively monitoring one team, a woman carrying an open umbrella walked slowly across the display and off the far side. All three events were partially transparent, and because the umbrella woman walked across the screen, she occupied the same spatial locations as the players. Yet, even though this unexpected event lasted nearly 5 sec, many subjects failed to notice it.

Neisser and colleagues conducted a number of additional variants on this task, but unfortunately, many of them were not published and were described only in a summary book chapter (see Neisser, 1979). The original work on these issues was difficult to incorporate into the theory of the time (see Simons, 2000), but in light of more recent work on inattentional blindness it has taken on new significance (Simons, 1990b; 2000). Not only can we miss briefly flashed objects away from the focus of attention, but we also fail to see ongoing dynamic events, provided that attention is focused on another event or object. Furthermore, attention in this task need not be focused on a different spatial location to produce inattentional blindness, an important difference from work using the line-judgment task (Newby and Rock, 1998). In selective looking, attention seems to be directed to events and objects rather than to spatial locations.

Interestingly, in both the line-judgment and selective looking tasks, stimuli that might capture attention in an intentional task do not do so (Simons, 2000). This fundamental difference has important implications for models of visual capture and visual representations. Color singletonss may only capture attention if we know they may appear. Models of attention and vision are often based on the notion that some features will pre-attentively capture attention (Trevision and Gelade, 1980). Yet, if under more typical viewing conditions, features thought to be “primitive” fail to capture attention, these models will only account for performance when subjects are aware that a stimulus may appear. The idea behind intentional studies of attentional capture is that unexpected or unusual objects should capture our attention. Yet, the methods used to study capture may be sub-optimal for testing whether they do capture attention.

Both the line-judgment and selective looking tasks suggest that without attention, some objects and events will not be consciously perceived (see Mack and Rock, 1998). However, neither speaks particularly well to the perception of unattended objects in naturalistic displays. The line-judgment task involves stimuli that are briefly flashed only briefly on a computer monitor and typically does not involve a dynamic unexpected event (with the exception of briefly presented stereoscopic motion sequences, see Mack and Rock, 1998). The superimposed selective looking task is also somewhat unnatural. Although subjects could see the umbrella woman if they looked for her (Becklen and Cervone, 1983), perhaps the limited detection is due to the unnatural transparent display. Perhaps inattentional blindness only occurs for briefly flashed displays or for events that are difficult to view.

Simons and Chabris in the late 1990’s conducted a new series of studies in an effort to revive interest in the study of inattentional blindness for prolonged, dynamic events as a tool for understanding the perception of unattended objects (Simons and Chabris, 1999). These studies used a task quite similar to those used by Neisser and colleagues. Observers viewed a dynamic display of one team of three players in white shirts and one team in black shirts, each passing a basketball. Subjects counted how many passes one of the teams made. In the easy version of the task, they simply counted the total number of passes. In the difficult version, they kept two running totals, one of the number of aerial passes and one of the number of bounce passes. After approximately 45 seconds of performing this task, an unexpected event occurred. Two distinct unexpected events were used: a woman
carrying an open umbrella (as in the original studies by Becklen and Cervone, 1983) and a woman wearing a black gorilla suit. Finally, to explore the possibility that the degree of inattentive blindness in the earlier dynamic displays resulted from the odd superimposition, two versions of each event were used. In one version, both teams and the unexpected event were superimposed and partially-transparent, much as they had been in the earlier studies. In the other version, both teams and the unexpected event were filmed using a single camera and choreographed action. In this "opaque" version, all of the objects were fully visible and clear, and the players could occlude one another. Consistent with the earlier work using transparent dynamic displays, observers often did not see the partially-transparent umbrella woman or the gorilla when their attention was focused on another object or event. Averaging across both unexpected events, both colors of attended team, and both easy and difficult tasks, nearly 60% missed the unexpected event when the teams were partially transparent, a level roughly consistent with the findings of Neiser and colleagues (Neiser, 1979). Yet, even when the teams and unexpected object were fully visible and opaque, nearly 35% still did not see them! As expected, more subjects noticed the unexpected object when performing the easy counting task than the difficult counting task.

One interesting and unexpected finding was that more people noticed the gorilla when counting the passes made by the team wearing black than when counting passes by the team wearing white. This difference may be due to the greater similarity of the gorilla to the black team than the white team (the umbrella woman was wearing brown clothes so she was different from both the attended and ignored teams). To explore this possibility, our lab recently conducted a new series of studies using more tightly controlled computer displays (Most et al., accepted). In these experiments, subjects viewed a display with four white shapes and four black shapes. The shapes moved pseudo-randomly, periodically bouncing off the sides of the display window. The subject's task was to count the total number of times that one set of shapes (either black or white) bounced off the sides. Each trial of this task lasted for 15 sec, and on the third trial, an unexpected event occurred: after 5 sec, a cross began to move linearly across the center of the display, passing the fixation point, and exiting the other side of the display 5 sec later. After this trial, subjects were asked whether they had seen the unexpected object. Unlike the video experiments, in this study the similarity of the unexpected object to the attended and ignored items could be controlled precisely by varying the luminance of the cross.

The results bore out the effect of similarity we found in the video studies: when attending to the white shapes, subjects generally noticed a white cross and almost never noticed a black cross. Similarly, when attending to black shapes, they almost always noticed a black cross and almost never noticed a white cross. Detection of gray unexpected crosses was intermediate and noticing varied with the similarity of the luminance to the attended items and the dissimilarity to ignored items.

These findings clearly show the importance of visual similarity in the detection of unexpected objects. However, based on this effect of luminance alone, we cannot determine whether detection is based on how similar the cross is to the attended items or how different it is from the ignored items— the two explanations were perfectly confounded. In a final experiment, subjects attended to a set of gray shapes against a colored background and ignored either a set of white shapes or a set of black shapes (only one ignored set was present in a given experiment). In this case, the unexpected cross was either white or black; it was either the same as the ignored items or it was equally different from the attended objects but in a direction different from the ignored items. Surprisingly, subjects were less likely to notice the cross when it was the same color as the ignored items than when it was different from the ignored items. In these cases, the unexpected object was equally different from the attended items. This finding suggests an important role for the ignored items in determining what captures attention. Subjects apparently are actively inhibiting conscious perception of items similar to the ignored items when performing a selective attention task (Watson and Humphreys, 1997, 1998). It is interesting to note that subjects were not required to ignore the irrelevant items. They were just told to selectively attend to one group of items. Our lab is currently exploring whether inattentive blindness for dynamic events requires that subjects selectively ignore some of the items or if they will still fail to notice unexpected objects, provided that attention is focused on other objects or events.

10.2.3 Implications

Subjects often fail to see unexpected objects in situations ranging from brief flashes on a computer display to ongoing, naturalistic, dynamic events. This failure seems to depend on two factors: (1) observers do not expect the object or event, and (2) observers are engaged in an attentionally demanding task. In the line-judgment task, observers do not selectively ignore any other items, but their attention is focused on the cross. Under these conditions, inattentive blindness is related to the proximity to the cross. In the dynamic tasks, subjects selectively ignore one set of items while attending to other items. Under these conditions, we find inattentive blindness even when the unattended and attended items occupy the same space. However, the similarity in appearance of the unexpected object to the attended and ignored items does seem to play a role.

Although these two paradigms produce somewhat different results, the overall pattern using these incidental tasks is consistent and, more importantly, different from the results of intentional tasks. When observers do not expect an object to appear, they often do not see it at all. Yet, in an intentional search task, observers often see the odd object—it captures attention. The factors that produce attentional capture in an intentional task do not necessarily produce the same results in an incidental task. The fundamental difference appears to be the expectations of the observer. In the real world, our attention is typically focused on some goal and we do not always expect the unexpected.
10.3 Conclusions

The incidental stance approach to perception asks what people do under typical perceptual conditions. Models based solely on intentional tasks may describe the capabilities and capacities of attention, but they may not adequately describe what people actually perceive and how they perceive it. For example, models of perception that require the capture of attention by primitive features may not generalize to naturalistic viewing conditions; attentional capture may depend on the observer's expectation that something might suddenly appear. Similarly, when observers do not intentionally search for changes, they often fail to notice when the central object in a scene is replaced. If we relied exclusively on intentional change-detection tasks, we might have concluded that changes to central objects are typically detected.

Of course, without intentional tasks, our understanding of attention would be quite limited. Incidental tasks are ill-suited to the exploration of the systematic variation in performance and cannot provide much information about sensory or attentional thresholds. With only one critical trial, the incidental approach is fundamentally limited to studies of the average performance of groups of subjects rather than the performance of individual subjects. By using both the intentional and incidental approaches in concert, we can gain a better understanding of the full range of change blindness and of visual perception in general.
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